
Newport v Silvermines I.H.C 

Silvermines 2-19  Newport 3-13 

  
                                                            Silvermines on course to claim top spot       
 
With both sides assured a semi final spot this fourth round group encounter had the potential to be a ‘dead rubber’. 
Yet nobody showed the script to either Silvermines or Newport as they combined to produce a highly entertaining 
clash full of intensity and packed with excitement on Friday evening. 
   Right from the whistle the early clashes signalled that neither side were going through the motions and within a 
minute Cathal Gleeson had a score registered for the ‘Mines.   Newport gave Conor O’Mahony a roaming role up front 
and time and again in the opening period he found space to inflict damage. He tied the game immediately after good 
work from Sean O’Brien and Eoin Shinners.  
   Paudie Fogarty showed well early for Silvermines and after having a hand in   their opener he helped himself to a 
score before a Shinners’ free left it all square. Silvermines looked the more dangerous with low precise ball into their 
lively forwards reaping rewards. However sloppy fouling around the middle third allowed Newport stay in touch and 
Shinners and O’Mahony would add four more points from placed balls before the interval.  
   Silvermines’ David Keogh proved his accuracy from the frees too as huge pressure from his teammates began to 
register on the scoreboard. He would convert four before half time as well as a fine point from play from the narrowest 
of angles. Midfielder Cathal Glesson grabbed his second   after he was the beneficiary of a poor clearance from 
Paddy Jones.  
   A more direct Newport were determined not to allow a gap to develop and   by the twelfth minute had tied the game 
once again. Andrew Hickey set up midfield partner Tom Moylan for a long distance effort before O’Mahony equalised 
from out on the left wing. Their direct style then yielded the game’s first goal as Eoin Shinners fielded Martin Carey’s 
long delivery and managed to flick it past the on rushing Cathal Sherlock.  
   A quick point from the indomitable Moylan as well   as the frees of Shinners and O’Mahony kept Newport in the 
game but a good spell by Silvermines before the break ensured that they regained a deserved lead. In the 28th minute 
Jason Forde seized a breaking ball inside the Newport cover and with his first meaningful contribution finished in style 
low to the bottom right corner from all of 20-yards.  
   A further David Keogh free and a late point from Willie Keogh gave his side a   one point half time lead.   

   Even if the bright sunshine of the opening half had faded the intensity certainly hadn’t, epitomised by Newport’s 
David Hickey whose bustling early clearance allowed Eoin Shinners to level again. In response Silvermines could 
easily have been in for two goals but Paudie Fogarty’s shot lacked venom and Jason Forde’s effort whistled inches 
beyond the top left hand corner. Fogarty along with Daniel Keogh did notch over early points but these were cancelled 
out by another from Newport’s Tom Moylan and a first for Christy Doyle.  

  Silvermines’ substitute Noel Quirke was involved in much of his sides best moves and good movement saw the 
Mines open up a handy lead through points from Jason Forde, Daniel Keogh and frees from David Keogh and Orrie 
Quirke. But just as in the first half a timely Newport goal brought them back into the contest. Silvermines’ Cathal 
Sherlock produced a good stop from Eoin Shinners’ initial shot but the ball broke at the feet of Conor O’Mahony who 
pulled first time to sweep the ball into the corner of the net.  
   Again Silvermines were forced to respond and calmly stuck to their game plan of precise passing and movement 
which yielded fine points from Noel Quirke, Cathal Gleeson and David Boland to lead by four going into the final ten 
minutes. But Newport showed plenty of resilience and struck their third goal through Christy Doyle who kicked to the 
net after his shot was blocked. Substitute Nigel Jones made an immediate impact with a good point as they pushed for 
a   winner.  
   Silvermines refused to be rattled and a good point from Cathal Gleeson eased their nerves before Daniel Keogh hit 
a bullet of a goal after the Newport defence went awol. Eoin Shinners had Newport’s final effort but his attempt on 
goal fizzed low over the bar.  

   Reactions on the final whistle were muted as both sides knew that they could well meet again before any silverware 
is handed out.  

Team:  M Flannery, M Harrington, P Jones, D Hickey, S O'Brien, Ml Ryan, R Shinnors, T Moylan, A Hickey, M Carey, 
E Shinners, P Hogan, C O'Mahony, C Doyle, V Moloney 
Subs used:  D Moore, O Floyd, N Jones 

 

https://sites.google.com/a/gaa.ie/newport-tipperary-gaa/match-reports/newportvsilverminesihc

